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FATHER 
OF...
free verse 

a distinctly american voice 
in literature 

wanted to write an 
“american epic” 

Whitman photographed by Matthew Brady.





LEAVES OF GRASS

Worked on editions for over 
thirty years; considered his 
1892 edition to be the final -- 
called the “deathbed edition.”"

Grew from 12 to almost 400 
poems."

Includes “Song of Myself,” “I 
Hear America Singing,” and 
“I Sing the Body Electric.”

http://www.whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/


AMERICA

Centre of equal daughters, equal sons,!
All, all alike endear'd, grown, ungrown, 
young!
      or old,!
Strong, ample, fair, enduring, capable, rich,!
Perennial with the Earth, with Freedom, Law!
      and Love,!
A grand, sane, towering, seated Mother,!
Chair'd in the adamant of Time.!
!
(1855)

http://www.whitmanarchive.org/multimedia/America.mp3


AMERICA
As it appeared in New York Herald, 1888.



WAX CYLINDER RECORDING 
Levi’s commercial featuring “America” by Whitman

Wax cylinder recording from 1889 or 1890. Lost for 
decades."

NBC Radio program in 1951 included the recording, 
saying it was from the Roscoe Haley Collection in 
New York. Faded back into oblivion. (Roscoe Haley 
was an elevator operator and eccentric collector; when 
he died, it was discovered that he had collected 
hundreds of various recordings, books, and papers in 
his apartment.)"

Article published in Walt Whitman Quarterly Review in 
1992 brought it back into the spotlight; the recording 
had been available for years at Midland College 
Library in Texas, but very few people knew of it."

Edison Institute found letter dated 2/14/1889 signed by 
Thomas Edison expressing his interest in recording “a 
phonogram from the poet Whitman.” 

!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FdW1CjbCNxw&feature=player_embedded


1904

1899 1878 Thomas Edison by Matthew Brady



CIVIL WAR YEARS

“Beat! Beat! Drums!” as a 
rally cry for the North."

Harper’s Weekly,  1861"

Younger brother George 
joined Union army.



WHITMAN GOES TO  
THE FRONT

Late 1862, Whitman learns 
his brother George has been 
wounded in Battle of 
Fredericksburg."

Whitman immediately goes 
south to find him."

Finds his brother only 
superficially wounded."

Deeply impacted by all he 
sees at Lacy House.



LACY HOUSE
"Death is nothing here. As you step out in the morning from your tent to wash your face you see before you on a stretcher a 

shapeless extended object, and over it is thrown a dark grey blanket-- it is the corpse of some wounded or sick soldier of the reg't 
who died in the hospital tent during the night-- perhaps there is a row of three or four of these corpses lying covered over.”



NIGHT AT THE LACY HOUSE
“a heap of feet, legs, arms, and human fragments, cut bloody, black and 

blue, swelled and sickening...”



WHITMAN 
GOES TO 

DC
spends next three years 

volunteering as a nurse in 
army hospitals around dc. 

spends almost all his money 
on gifts for soldiers. 

writes poems for drum taps 
(1865). 

"I go around among these sights, among the crowded 
hospitals doing what I can, yet it is a mere drop in the 
bucket. . . the path I follow, I suppose I may say, is my 
own."



“I suppose you know that what we call 
hospital here in the field, is nothing but a 
collection of tents, on the bare ground for a 
floor, rather hard accommodations for a sick 
man--they heat them here by digging a long 
trough in the ground under them, covering it 
over with old railroad iron & earth, & then 
building a fire at one end & letting it draw 
through & go out at the other, as both ends 
are open--this heats the ground through the 
middle of the hospital quite hot. . .” 	


     --letter to his mother, 1864



About to be privately 
published when Lincoln is 
assassinated."

Writes eighteen more poems 
as Sequel to Drum Taps."

Collection becomes an 
examination of the entire war: 
patriotism and recruitment, 
suffering and bloody reality of 
war, tragedy of Lincoln’s death.

DRUM TAPS 
& SEQUEL 

(1865)



O CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!

1865, upon the death of 
Abraham Lincoln"

Captain = Lincoln"

Ship = USA"

Trip = Civil War



WHEN LILACS LAST IN THE 
DOORYARD BLOOM’D

1865, elegy to Abraham 
Lincoln"

Lilacs = April"

Star = Venus, the evening 
star"

Hermit Thrush = Poet"

Death = Regeneration



THE 
NOTEBOOKS

at least 100 exist 
thoughts & journal entries 

lists of soldiers’ needs 
notes to soldiers’ families 

drafts of poems 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=whitman&fileName=wwhit101.data&recNum=0&Layout=Unscaled




WHITMAN ON LINCOLN
whitman gave sporadic annual public lectures 

commemorating lincoln’s death beginning in april 1879.



"yet there are two things inure to 
me:/ I have nourish'd the wounded, 
and sooth'd many a dying soldier;/ 
And at intervals I have strung 
together a few songs,/ Fit for war, 
and the life of the camp."	


--from “Not Youth Pertains To Me” 
in Drum Taps


